Release Announcement:
Annexxus 65W, 3MP Outdoor Infrared Dome with Motorized Lens,
Internal LED, 12VDC Output, Audio and external PIR/LED support.
i3 International is pleased to announce the release of the 3MP Outdoor IP
Dome camera: Ax65W.
i3's Ax65W 3MP megapixel IP camera features 12 pcs of built-in white
LED light that sets this camera apart from the competition. The intelligent
white light allows Annexxus 65W to function as a flood light when motion
is detected by the camera or by a connected external PIR (not included).
This unmatched practical feature cuts down on installation and energy
costs and vastly improves the quality and usability of the nighttime video
footage. Camera’s built-in “edge” motion or human detection triggers the
built-in white light to turn on, which in turn causes the subjects to look directly at the light source, ensuring a
high-quality face shot every time. In addition to the internal LED, Ax65W can also power an external LED
floodlight and a PIR device from its built-in 12VDC output (sold separately, i3 part # LE6).
Ax65W features a built-in 3~10.5 mm remotely-adjustable varifocal lens, which allows the camera users to finetune the camera’s zoom and focus for the perfect view after the installation.
For outstanding quality audio recording, combine with i3's Mo-1 line level microphone (sold separately). If no
external PIR is used, the Mo-1 could be powered directly from Ax65W camera.
For the installations requiring edge recording redundancy, Ax65W camera supports microSD card (sold
separately) for easy event-based video and snapshot storage directly to the camera. For outstanding quality
audio recording, combine with i3's Mo-1 line level microphone (sold separately).
Finally, Annexxus 65W dome camera is designed with the installation simplicity and versatility in mind. This
camera model can be surface-, pendant- or recess-mounted without the need for additional mounting
brackets. These series can also be wall- , pole- and corner- mounted with the purchase of i3's compatible
goose-neck bracket and the corner-mount assembly (where applicable).
This waterproof and vandal-resistant model is IP67- and IK10-compliant and is designed to withstand outdoor
conditions, while also being suitable for the indoor installations. Corridor view is available for users that would
like to view a hallway or a single store aisle. The versatility of Ax6W IP dome camera makes it suitable for a
range of video surveillance applications, including government and industrial buildings, retail environments,
airports, railway stations and schools. This model is suited for use with the i3's NVR and HVR - Video
Management Systems.
Ax65W camera series is backed by i3 International's superior 1-year limited camera warranty.
Brackets & Accessories:
DB60 – goose-neck bracket wall-mount kit
DB60CPM – corner / pole mount kit (used in conjunction DB60)
Mo-1 – outdoor IP66 omnidirectional microphone
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LE6 – external white light LED, 6W, 12VDC
Please consult with your Regional Sale Manager for more information.
Thank you very much for your attention and cooperation.
Please contact technical support if you have any questions or issues.
Email: support@i3international.com
Tel.: 1.877.877.7241
Live Chat: http://i3international.com/vaas_chat_box.html (Enter your name, email address and select Tech
Support from the drop-down menu, then click Start chat)
i3 International Inc.
Technical Support and Services
*Service charge will be waived for i3 International registered dealers.
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